Phase change materials (PCMs) are materials that can store large amounts of heat during their phase transition from solid to liquid without a significant increase in temperature. While going from liquid to solid this heat is again released. As such, these materials can play an important role in future energy-efficient buildings. If applied in facades as part of a thermal buffer strategy, e.g., capturing and temporarily storing solar energy in so-called Trombe walls, the PCMs are exposed to high solar radiation intensities, which may easily lead to issues of overheating. This paper therefore investigates the melting process of PCM and arrives at potential solutions for countering this overheating phenomenon. This study uses the simulation program Comsol to investigate the heat transfer through, melting of and fluid flow inside a block of PCM (3 × 20 cm 2 ) with a melting temperature of around 25 • C. The density, specific heat and dynamic viscosity of the PCM are modeled as a temperature dependent variable. The latent heat of the PCM is modeled as part of the specific heat. One side of the block of PCM is exposed to a heat flux of 300 W/m 2 . The simulations show that once part of the PCM has melted convection arises transporting heat from the bottom of the block to its top. As a result, the top heats up faster than the bottom speeding up the melting process there. Furthermore, in high columns of PCM a large temperature gradient may arise due to this phenomenon. Segmenting a large volume of PCM into smaller volumes in height limits this convection thereby reducing the temperature gradient along the height of the block. Moreover, using PCMs with different melting temperature along the height of a block of PCM allows for controlling the speed with which a certain part of the PCM block starts melting. Segmenting the block of PCM using PCMs with different melting temperature along its height was found to give the most promising results for minimizing this overheating effect. Selecting the optimal phase change temperatures however is critical in that case.
Introduction
In order to mitigate climate change and move towards a society based on renewable energy sources, the primary (fossil) energy consumption of societies needs to be significantly reduced. Buildings are responsible for a large share of this primary energy consumption, which in the European Union is in the order of 40% [1] . Space heating and space cooling are the dominant contributors to this building-related energy consumption. Particularly improving the energy performance of facades, making them part of a smart and bioclimatic design, will be a key enabler. Novel materials, like phase change materials, may play a pivotal role in such future high performance buildings.
Phase change materials are materials that can store large quantities of heat in the transition from solid to liquid without significant change in temperature. When they cycle from liquid to solid this heat will again be released. Phase change materials (PCMs) come in different types. Paraffins are 
Materials and Methods
In this paper the results of measurements and simulations will be described using a phase change material with a phase change near 25 • C. Below, first the properties of the phase change material will be described. Next, the methodology of the measurements will be explained followed by the methodology of the simulations with.
Phase Change Material
In the measurements and simulations a PCM with a phase change centered around 25 • C during the melting process was taken. This melting temperature was selected based on studies performed by Fiorito [11] and Castellon et al. [26] . In the simulations, hysteresis was ignored. The density of the PCM was 1500 kg/m 3 in the solid state and 1400 kg/m 3 in the liquid state (modeled as continuous second derivative smoothing with an absolute size transition zone of 4 • C centered around 25 • C). From 27 • C and up it follows a similar change in density as seen in water. The density was therefore modeled as a temperature dependent variable with a density as shown in Figure 2 . The latent heat of the PCM was 180 kJ/kg within a temperature range from 17 • C to 32 • C. The sensible specific heat equaled 2 kJ/kg/K. The latent heat was modeled as part of the specific heat, c p, by raising this value from 2 kJ/kg/K to a value that was specified by the manufacturer (Figure 3 ). Besides, similarly to Murray and Groulx [22] the PCM was modeled as a liquid with a temperature dependent dynamic viscosity. The viscosity was chosen high (1·10 4 Pa·s) for the solid state as a result of which the modeled liquid behaved as a solid in that state. The liquid state of the PCM had a dynamic viscosity of 1·10 −2 Pa·s (Figure 4 ) as a result of which it behaved as a liquid in that state (modeled as continuous second derivative smoothing with an absolute size transition zone of 4 • C). Comsol version 5.3 also has the option of directly modeling a phase change material by providing the properties of the solid and the liquid state separately. In this research that option was not selected in order to have better control over the behavior of the PCM during the phase change. The thermal conductivity of the material was constant at 0.6 W/m/K. The opacity of the PCM on the solar spectral band and ambient spectral band were both set to transparent in the simulations.
In some simulations (step 3) PCMs with a melting temperature of 23 • C, 24 • C, 27 • C and 29 • C were used as well. For these materials the same properties were used as for the PCM with a melting temperature 25 • C. However, the curves from Figures 2-4 were shifted with −1 • C, −2 • C, +2 • C or +4 • C respectively. 
Measurements for Model Validation
The model and material properties were validated by comparing a Comsol model to physical measurements in a test box. The test box was a cubic box of 1 m 3 air surrounded by 12 cm Styrofoam. The box was heated to a temperature of around 45 °C using an incandescent light bulb shielded by a thin layer of aluminum foil in order to make sure it was not radiating heat onto the test sample. One side of the box contained a hole of 14 × 14 cm 2 in which the test sample was placed. As a result, the test sample was exposed to a temperature of around 45 °C on one side and to room temperature (around 21.5 °C) on the other side.
The test sample was a container made of PMMA (Poly(methyl methacrylate)) with an outer dimension of 14 × 14 cm 2 and a thickness of 4.2 cm. The inner volume of 12 × 12 × 3 cm 3 was filled with PCM with a melting temperature around 25 °C, the properties of which were explained in Section 2.1. For the simulation PMMA was selected from the materials library in Comsol v5.3a with the accompanying built-in properties.
The temperature inside the box, on both surfaces of the test sample and of the room were measured with a type T thermocouple connected to an Eltek GENII GS24 transmitter. The heat fluxes into/out of both surfaces of the sample were measured with two Hukseflux HFP01 heat flux plates 
The model and material properties were validated by comparing a Comsol model to physical measurements in a test box. The test box was a cubic box of 1 m 3 air surrounded by 12 cm Styrofoam. The box was heated to a temperature of around 45 • C using an incandescent light bulb shielded by a thin layer of aluminum foil in order to make sure it was not radiating heat onto the test sample. One side of the box contained a hole of 14 × 14 cm 2 in which the test sample was placed. As a result, the test sample was exposed to a temperature of around 45 • C on one side and to room temperature (around 21.5 • C) on the other side.
The test sample was a container made of PMMA (Poly(methyl methacrylate)) with an outer dimension of 14 × 14 cm 2 and a thickness of 4.2 cm. The inner volume of 12 × 12 × 3 cm 3 was filled with PCM with a melting temperature around 25 • C, the properties of which were explained in Section 2.1. For the simulation PMMA was selected from the materials library in Comsol v5.3a with the accompanying built-in properties.
The temperature inside the box, on both surfaces of the test sample and of the room were measured with a type T thermocouple connected to an Eltek GENII GS24 transmitter. The heat fluxes into/out of both surfaces of the sample were measured with two Hukseflux HFP01 heat flux plates connected to an Eltek GENII GS44 transmitter. The transmitters transmitted their data wirelessly to an Eltek RX250-AL data logger, which could be read out via a computer with Darca Plus software. The measurements and simulation were run for a time of 24 h.
Concerning the simulation in Comsol, the settings as explained in Sections 2.1 and 2.4.2 were used. Exceptions were the initial condition for the temperature, which was 21.5 • C matching the initial temperature of the experiment. Furthermore, the boundary conditions were different. The side of the sample facing the inside of the box had two convective heat flux boundaries: One with a heat transfer coefficient of 6.0 W/(m 2 ·K) representing radiative heat transfer at the respective temperatures; one with a heat transfer coefficient calculated by Comsol using the 'external forced convection' option (with a height of 0.14 m and an air speed of 0.5 m/s due to a small fan active inside the test box). The first value representing radiative heat transfer, the second convective heat transfer. The side of the sample facing the room also had two convective heat flux boundaries: One with a heat transfer coefficient of 5.2 W/(m 2 ·K) for radiation heat transfer and a calculated heat transfer coefficient for natural convection. This latter value was calculated by Comsol by setting it to 'external natural convection' along a 'vertical wall' with height 0.14 m. This heat transfer coefficient ranged between 0 and 4 W/(m 2 ·K) throughout the simulations. The results of the measurements will be presented in Section 3.1.
Simulation Model Test
In order to test the simulation model to ensure that all settings in Comsol were correct, the results from Murray and Groulx [22] were precisely replicated. The exact same settings and material properties as presented in their paper were used for this test, except for the value of the dynamic viscosity for which 0.08 Pa·s instead of 0.008 Pa·s was used in order to get practically the same results. Based on numerous tests with varying settings in Comsol (all combinations of the values of the variables from the paper were tested to check the results), it is almost certain that Figure 5 in their paper is based on a dynamic viscosity of 0.08 Pa·s. Furthermore, the viscosity profile of Figure 4 in their paper was used instead of the formula that is written in their text (the figure and the formula do not entirely correspond). They simulated a block of 0.1 × 0.1 cm 2 of octadecane with Comsol version 4.0a and 4.1, which was exposed to a constant temperature of 303 K on one side of the block and a temperature of 313 K on the other side. The top and bottom of the block were given an insulation boundary and the initial temperature was set to 303 K. They present their results after a simulated time of 5000 s. The results of our replication simulation (also after 5000 s) are presented in Figure 5 . This figure shows practically the same outcome as presented by Murray and Groulx [22] in their Figure 5 . In general, these results show that the right settings and material properties were included in our model in Comsol. It is interesting to mention that Murray and Groulx [22] also compare their results to those of Bertrand et al. [23] who did calculations of the position of the melting front according to different models found in the literature. They concluded that their simulated results showed the same shape of the melting front as found by Bertrand et al. [23] . However, slightly less melting was observed. We now assume based on this comparison that the modeling of the melting process in Comsol was done properly.
The models used in our paper in which we modeled the melting process of a salt hydrate PCM involved a few differences as compared to the model of Murray and Groulx [22] , which partly are due to new functionalities in Comsol version 5.3a:
• Gravity was modeled not as a separate volume force but as the built-in option of included gravity. Furthermore, the density was specified not as a constant but as a temperature dependent variable as shown in Figure 2 .
• The density, specific heat and dynamic viscosity functions of the PCM were all modeled with continuous second derivative smoothing. • Furthermore, the boundary conditions were different. In our model, we exposed the PCM block to a heat flux of 300 W/m 2 instead of an imposed temperature of 313 K. The mesh and time stepping was also set specifically for these new simulations. The boundary on which the radiation flux was set was opaque for the radiation while the PCM itself was transparent on spectral band in liquid state. • The walls exposed to radiation or an imposed temperature had a no slip condition instead of a slip condition better matching the results from our physical measurements (see Section 3.1). 
Simulation Methodology

Overall Simulation Methodology
This study used a 2D numerical approach using Comsol version 5.3a as the simulation engine. Conduction, convection and radiation were included as modes of heat transfer and also fluid flow was considered. The following physics interfaces were included in this study: Heat transfer in fluids and creeping flow. Creeping flow was selected because after some initial tests the results showed that the flow of the molten PCM had a low speed (order of 0.5 mm/s) and as a result a low Reynolds number.
This study first explored the melting process of a single block of PCM (10 × 10 cm 2 ) specifically focusing on the shape of the melting front. This first simulation was also meant to validate the model by comparing it to the results obtained by Bertrand et al. [23] and Murray and Groulx [22] . Next, a block of PCM of 3 cm thick and 20 cm high was investigated as one block, as a segmented block with five blocks of each 4 cm high, and as a segmented block with 10 blocks of each 2 cm high. In the final third step the segmented block of PCM (five segments) was modeled with five different PCMs with different melting temperatures: 23 • C, 24 • C, 25 • C, 27 • C and 29 • C. The PCM blocks were stacked on top of each other starting with the lowest melting temperature at the bottom and then with increasing melting temperature towards the top. Figure 6 gives a graphical representation of this process. 
Simulation Settings and Boundary Conditions
For the creeping flow physics interface the settings from Table 1 were used. The settings for the heat transfer in the fluids physics interface are presented in Table 2 . These settings represent realistic settings that were validated by comparing simulations to measurements (see Sections 2.2 and 3.1). The boundary conditions on the PCM block are shown in Figure 7 . A heat flux of 300 W/m 2 was selected representing an average (over the heating season months of January-April and October-December) of the average high heat flux on a south facing facade of a building throughout the entire day for the city of Amsterdam in the Netherlands; according to the EnergyPlus epw weather file for Amsterdam this value is approximately 306 W/m 2 . We selected the average high and not the normal average because in this paper we were investigating solutions for overcoming overheating of PCM. A convective heat transfer boundary with a heat transfer coefficient (h) of 10 W/m 2 /K and a constant temperature of 20 • C were modeled on the other side of the block. This condition represents indoor conditions and the heat transfer coefficient represents a combination of IR radiation exchange plus convective heat transfer exchange with slightly raised temperature of the object. In case of the stacked blocks of PCM, the different blocks were separated by an internal wall with no slip conditions. This internal wall (without material properties) allowed for heat transfer to take place along this boundary but did not allow for continuous fluid flow. 
Mesh Sizing and Solver Settings
A simulation was run for 16 h with a time step per minute. Relative tolerance was set to 0.001 and the Paradiso solver was used for the simulations. For defining the mesh, the general mesh was set as user-defined with a predefined 'extra fine' element size calibrated for fluid dynamics. A free quad mesh type was used. A one boundary layer was included with a stretching factor of 1.2 and automatic thickness of the first layer. For the first block of PCM (step 1) this led to 6237 domain elements and 308 boundary elements. Simulation runtime was about 53 min on a quad Intel ® core TM i7-8650U CPU @1.90 GHz/2.11 GHz processor. For the second unsegmented block of PCM (step 2 unsegmented) this led to 40,681 domain elements and 1180 boundary elements with a simulation runtime of approximately 82 min. For the second segmented block (five segments of 3 × 4 cm 2 ) to 21,188 domain elements and 1338 boundary elements with an approximated runtime of 19 min for step 2 and 56 min for step 3. For the second segmented block (10 segments of 3 × 2 cm 2 ) to 20,760 domain elements and 1538 boundary elements with an approximated runtime of around 178 min.
Results and Discussion
3.1. Results of the Measurements (PMMA Container Willed with 12 × 12 × 3 cm 3 of PCM) Figure 8a ,b show the comparison of the temperatures respectively heat fluxes between the physical measurements and the simulations in Comsol. The lines denote the results from the simulation while the circles and crosses represent the results from the measurements. As can be seen, the simulation model in general predicted the temperatures and surface heat transfer relatively well. Some differences emerged due to inaccuracies in selected heat transfer coefficients and in inaccuracies in the properties of the PCM (the manufacturer states up to 7.5% deviation in latent heat storage capacity). The root mean square deviation (RMSD) of the temperature on the hot side and cold side equaled 0.7 • C and 1.2 • C, respectively; and the root mean square deviation of the heat flux on the hot and cold side equaled 13.9 W/m 2 and 6.7 W/m 2 respectively. Based on these results we therefore assumed that our simulation model was good enough to be used for further investigations. The results of these further investigations will be presented in the next sections. 
Simulation
Step 1 (Single Block of PCM25 10 × 10 cm 2 ) Figure 9 shows the results of the simulations of the single block of PCM25 of 10 × 10 cm 2 . The white lines in the temperature contour plot denote the 23 • C and 27 • C isotherms denoting the boundaries between which phase change occurred while the black line shows the 25 • C isotherm. As can be seen, even though the heat flux onto the surface was uniform along this surface, the heating process was not similarly uniform (1D). Only in the early phases of the heating process, when the PCM was still completely in the solid phase, the PCM slowly heated up from one side in a manner parallel to this surface (isotherms parallel to the exposed surface). However, once the first amounts of PCM had molten, which was already after around 2 h, fluid flow would transport heat from the bottom of the block towards the top, speeding up the heating process at the top. As such the isotherms started to bend near the top of the block of PCM. This behavior is in line with what was reported by Bertrand et al. [23] and Murray and Groulx [22] . However, differences arose because of the use of a different type of PCM with different properties and different boundary conditions (imposed temperature on one side of the PCM block versus imposed heat flux on the PCM block). 
Simulation Step 2 (Single and Segmented Blocks of PCM25 3 × 20 cm 2 )
Three simulations were run using just a block of PCM (either in full height 20 cm × 3 cm, in height segmented in five blocks of 3 × 4 cm 2 or in height segmented in ten blocks of 3 × 2 cm 2 ) exposed to a radiation source of 300 W/m 2 for 16 h from one side. Figures 10-12 present the results of these simulations. As can be seen, segmenting the full block of PCM in height into smaller blocks led to a more uniform heating of the PCM and as a result in a smaller temperature gradient from bottom to top after 8 h of melting. The temperature at the top of the PCM stack was lower whereas the temperature at the bottom was a bit higher in the segmented case than in the unsegmented case, both after 8 h (Table 3 ). After 16 h ( Table 4 ) the temperature difference between the top and bottom of the stack was more or less identical for all simulated case, around 16 • C. This shows that the lower part of the PCM more quickly melts if the PCM block is segmented. For applications of PCM in facades the 8 h exposure time was more relevant than the 16 h exposure time.
In each of the PCM segments after a while convection cells start to emerge that transport heat from the bottom of a segment to its top. Furthermore, some of that heat was transported via conduction from the top of one segment to the bottom of the segment on top as a result of which the segment at the top of the entire stack still heated up faster than the lower segments. However, the smaller the segments, the less pronounced this effect is. As a final step a simulation was run with the segmented block with five segments but with different PCM melting temperatures: 23 • C/24 • C/25 • C/27 • C/29 • C from bottom to top. The PCM blocks were stacked on top of each other starting with the lowest melting temperature at the bottom and then with increasing melting temperature towards the top. The results of the simulations are shown in Figure 13 . As seen, using PCMs with different melting temperatures stacked on top of each other also allowed for better controlling the melting process throughout the entire column of PCM. By using a lower melting temperature at the bottom, the lower segments of PCM will melt quicker; by using a higher melting temperature at the top, the higher segments of PCM will start melting later. Looking at the temperature gradient from bottom to top that emerged in the PCM stack, this gradient only was smaller than the gradient for the same configuration but with PCM25 after 8 h (Table 3 ) but not after 16 h (Table 4 ). After 16 h of melting all simulated variants led to a similar temperature difference between the top and bottom of around 16 • C. For applications in facades, this therefore was a good choice-considering that an 8 h exposure time was more relevant, especially under winter conditions in a temperate climate. The precise exposure time will depend on the location of the building, the orientation of the facade and the time of year. However, optimizing the PCM melting temperatures in such a stack for the right application may make this option interesting because it allows control over the melting process throughout the entire stack ( Figure 13 after 8 h) . Figure 14 shows a comparison of the average temperature of the PCM of the different simulated blocks. As can be seen, concerning the average temperature the segmented blocks performed very similarly; only the large unsegmented block exhibited a different behavior from about 5 h of melting onwards. The average PCM temperature first was higher than for the other cases (5-9 h), then lower (9-16 h) and finally moved towards the same average. This corresponded with more material in the unsegmented block being in the liquid phase during the time from 5 to 9 h. After about 9-10 h all material had melted but the bottom part of the unsegmented block still was a bit cooler (larger temperature gradient between top and bottom). After about 16 h the total amount of heat stored inside the PCM block was, however, similar for each configuration and the temperature converged towards a steady-state condition (Figure 14 ). This steady-state condition happens when the mean temperature of the PCM at the surface of the side unexposed to the radiation source had risen to about 50 • C, the heat loss at that side (10 W/m 2 /K·(50 • C − 20 • C) = 300 W/m 2 ) would become the same as the heat gain from the radiation source on the other side (300 W/m 2 ). This happened a little before 16 h of melting. The storage capacity of the stack of PCM at that point was around 1.8 MJ, which corresponded with the values towards which the total heat stored in the PCM converged ( Figure 15 ). capacity of the stack of PCM at that point was around 1.8 MJ, which corresponded with the values towards which the total heat stored in the PCM converged ( Figure 15 ). All the segmented blocks exhibited sensible heat storage during approximately the first 15 to 30 minutes, then latent heat storage with a smaller temperature increase per unit time, for the segmented blocks until about 7 hours, and then again sensible heat storage with a higher temperature increase per unit time ( Figure 14) . The slope of this last part with sensible heat storage slowly decreased over time because the system converged towards a steady-state condition (see explanation before). 
Comparison of the Average PCM Temperatures
Limitations of This Study
In this study a constant inward heat flux of 300 W/m 2 was applied. For applications in facades of buildings, however, the heat flux was not a constant but varied throughout the day. Furthermore, in that case the heat flux was a short wave solar radiation instead of the long wave radiation as used in this study. That means that for real application the speed of the melting process would be different. However, the basic conclusions still remained valid.
In the present study we also assumed that the boundary around the PCM was opaque for the radiation to which it was exposed. This assumption may or may not be valid for real applications in facades, depending on the encasing used for the PCM. If the encasing is opaque for solar radiation, then that matches well will be the simulation performed in this study. However, if the encasing is transparent for solar radiation, like in case of a glass encasing, the solar radiation will directly penetrate into the PCM. The PCM itself is opaque to solar radiation in solid form but is partially transparent to solar radiation in liquid form. An interesting follow up would be to investigate on a detailed level how solar radiation is being absorbed by the PCM throughout its thickness. That will impact the melting process and may change which solutions for overcoming the heating process are preferred. All the segmented blocks exhibited sensible heat storage during approximately the first 15 to 30 min, then latent heat storage with a smaller temperature increase per unit time, for the segmented blocks until about 7 h, and then again sensible heat storage with a higher temperature increase per unit time ( Figure 14) . The slope of this last part with sensible heat storage slowly decreased over time because the system converged towards a steady-state condition (see explanation before).
In the present study we also assumed that the boundary around the PCM was opaque for the radiation to which it was exposed. This assumption may or may not be valid for real applications in facades, depending on the encasing used for the PCM. If the encasing is opaque for solar radiation, then that matches well will be the simulation performed in this study. However, if the encasing is transparent for solar radiation, like in case of a glass encasing, the solar radiation will directly penetrate into the PCM. The PCM itself is opaque to solar radiation in solid form but is partially transparent to solar radiation in liquid form. An interesting follow up would be to investigate on a detailed level how solar radiation is being absorbed by the PCM throughout its thickness. That will impact the melting process and may change which solutions for overcoming the heating process are preferred.
Finally, in our study we selected a thickness of 3 cm for the column of PCM. Based on preliminary calculations that would be a good thickness for winter conditions in a temperature climate for the total latent heat storage capacity matches with the amount of solar radiation on a sunny winter's day. However, generally manufacturers advise to use thinner layers in the order of 1 to 1.5 cm to make sure that the PCM can cool sufficiently quickly for a daily cycle. Thinner layers will lead to a different behavior because they melt and heat up faster. However, also here the general conclusions from this paper would remain valid.
Conclusions
In this paper the melting behavior of phase change material for application in facades of buildings was investigated. It was found that once part of the PCM had melted convection arose in the liquid PCM transporting heat from the bottom of the block to its top. As a result, the top of a block heated up faster than the bottom speeding up the melting process there. This was also reflected by the isotherms that started to curve close to the top. Furthermore, in high columns of PCM a large temperature gradient might arise due to this heat transport phenomenon, especially during the first several hours of the melting process. Since many PCMs have an upper temperature limit, this overheating is a phenomenon that needs careful consideration.
Segmenting a large volume of PCM into smaller volumes (in height direction) ensured that heat was not transferred from the bottom to the top via convection. The convection now only takes place in smaller cells and the respective temperature gradient inside the cell is smaller. This ensures that less heat is transported to the top of the PCM stack as a result of which the bottom segments will start melting faster reducing the temperature gradient between the bottom and the top. The advantage of this is that when using a PCM that is transparent in the melted state in facade applications a more controlled transparency can be obtained. This will be an important requirement for such applications in practice. Furthermore, the time and uniformity of melting could be controlled as well by stacking PCMs with different melting temperature on top of each other; choosing a lower than average melting temperature at the bottom of the stack will make sure that the bottom will start melting sooner whereas choosing a higher than average melting temperature at the top of the stack will make sure that the top will start melting later. By choosing the right melting temperatures, also the temperature gradient in a column of PCM can be controlled. This solution was found to give the most promising results for minimizing the overheating effect. Selecting the optimal phase change temperatures however is critical. Selecting the wrong temperatures may even aggravate the problem. 
